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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M),

BILASIPARA.

                                            

                                         GR 274 OF 2014

      U/S 147/148/323/149 I.P.C.

STATE OF ASSAM...................................................PROSECUTION SIDE.

      -Versus-

1. SRI AYUB HUSSAIN @ LALBABU

2. SRI ABDUL LATIF

3. SRI NIZAMUDDIN

4. SRI JOYNAL HOQUE....................................................DEFENCE SIDE.

PRESENT: - SMTI JUMA SINHA, AJS

Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M),

Bilasipara.

COUNSELS:

FOR the Prosecution:-SRI SOHRAB ALI SEIKH, Ld. APP.

FOR the Defence:-SMTI MEHNAZ BEGUM, Ld. Counsel.

                

EVIDENCE recorded on:-13.12.19.

ARGUMENT heard on:-13.12.19.

JUDGMENT delivered on:-13.12.19.

                                           

 J U D G M E N T

1. THE PROSECUTION STORY as unfolded by the ejahar filed by

Sri Moslem Uddin Ahmed is that on 06.04.14 at about 8.30 AM accused

persons assaulted him and his two younger brothers namely Sri Aktar

Ali and Sri Akbar Ali with sharp weapon and tried to kill them but local

people saved them. Hence, he filed this case.

2. On  receipt  of  the  FIR,  Bilasipara  P.S  Case  No.264/14  u/s

147/148/149/325/326  I.P.C.  was  registered  and  investigated  into.

Subsequently charge sheet was filed u/s 147/148/323/149 IPC against
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five accused persons but later due to absence of one accused, case

was filed against absentee accused.

3. After receipt of Charge-sheet cognizance was taken against the

charge sheeted accused persons under above-mentioned sections and

then  after  compliance  with  S.207  Cr.P.C  and  on  appearance  of  the

accused persons and on hearing ld.  Counsels for both sides,  formal

charge u/s  147/148/323/149  I.P.C was framed which were read over

and explained to the accused persons to which they pleaded not guilty

and claimed to be tried.

4.                                   Points for Determination

I. Whether the accused persons on 06.04.14 at about 8 AM

formed  an  unlawful  assembly  and  used  force  against  Sri

Moslemuddin, Sri Aktar Ali and Sri Akbar Ali in prosecution of

common  object  of  the  assembly  and  thereby  committed  an

offence punishable u/s 147 IPC?

II. Whether  the  accused  persons  on  same  date  and  time

formed an unlawful assembly armed with deadly weapons and

used  force  against  Sri  Moslem  Uddin,  Sri  Aktar  Ali  and  Sri

Akbor Ali in prosecution of common object of the assembly and

thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 148 IPC?

III. Whether  the  accused  persons  on  same  date  and  time

voluntarily caused hurt to Sri  Moslem Uddin, Sri Aktar Ali and

Sri Akbor Ali in prosecution of common object of the assembly

and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 323/149 IPC ?

5. To  bring  home  the  charge  the  Prosecution  side  examined

3(three) witnesses and finding no incriminating materials against the

accused persons, their statement u/s 313 Cr.P.C. were dispensed with.

6. Heard ld. Counsels for both sides. Perused evidences on record.

My decision with reasons on the above framed points are as follows:-

                   DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREON
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7. PW.1 Sri Akhtar Ali deposed that informant is his brother. They

had  dispute  with  accused  persons  out  of  trivial  matter  whereby

informant filed this case out of anger. PW.2 Sri Akbar Ali  deposed

that informant is his brother. They had dispute with accused persons

out of trivial  matter whereby informant filed this case out of  anger.

PW.3 Sri Moslimuddin Ahmed deposed that he is the informant of

this case. They had dispute with accused persons out of trivial matter

whereby he filed this case out of anger.  

None of  the above alleged victims deposed anything showing

any formation of unlawful assembly or commission of riot or causing of

hurt by the accused persons. 

8. Accordingly in view of above discussion I am of the opinion that

Prosecution has failed to prove charges  147/148/323/149  against the

accused  persons  beyond  reasonable  doubt.  Hence,  the  accused

persons  are  acquitted  of  above  charges  and they  be  set  at  liberty

forthwith. Bail bond to remain in force for six months.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 13th day

of December, 2019.

                                                                         (Smti. Juma Sinha)

                                                                         SDJM(M), Bilasipara.
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APPENDIX

Prosecution Witnesses:-

PW.1:- Sri Akhtar Ali

PW.2:- Sri Akbar Ali

PW.3:- Sri Moslimuddin Ahmed

Prosecution Exhibits:-

Ext.1 :- FIR

Defence Witnesses & Exhibits:-

Nil

Court Witnesses:-

Nil

                                                                    (Smti. Juma Sinha)

                                                                   SDJM (M), Bilasipara.
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